
A BIOGRAPHY OF NAPOLEON BONAPARTE THE LEADER OF FRENCH

REVOLUTION AND FRENCH EMPEROR FROM 1804 1814

Napoleon Bonaparte was a French statesman and military leader who rose to prominence during the French Revolution
and led several successful campaigns during the French Revolutionary Wars. He was Emperor of the French as
Napoleon I from until and Napoleon was born in Corsica to a relatively modest family originating from.

But the enthusiasm that greeted Napoleon when he resumed control of the government soon gave way to old
frustrations and fears about his leadership. His father was Carlo Buonaparte, an important attorney who
represented Corsica at the court of the French King. Although the French managed to capture Toussaint
Louverture, the expedition failed when high rates of disease crippled the French army. Military promotion also
followed, but Napoleon became opposed to Paoli and when civil war erupted in the Buonapartes fled to
France, where they adopted the French version of their name: Bonaparte. Winning the protection of the
governor of Corsica, he was appointed assessor for the judicial district of Ajaccio in  All of these successes
helped make Napoleon the military's brightest star. Beginning in , Napoleon sought to wage large-scale
economic warfare against Britain with the establishment of the so-called Continental System of European port
blockades against British trade. In the first encounter between the two commanders, Napoleon pushed back his
opponent and advanced deep into Austrian territory after winning at the Battle of Tarvis in March  Start Your
Free Trial Today A Corsican by birth, heredity, and childhood associations, Napoleon continued for some time
after his arrival in Continental France to regard himself a foreigner; yet from age nine he was educated in
France as other Frenchmen were. While the tendency to see in Napoleon a reincarnation of some 14th-century
Italian condottiere is an overemphasis on one aspect of his character, he did, in fact, share neither the traditions
nor the prejudices of his new country: remaining a Corsican in temperament, he was first and foremost,
through both his education and his reading, a man of the 18th century. What is he remembered for? The
Buonapartes were minor Corsican nobility. Return and Waterloo Napoleon escaped from Elba in  Elected
lieutenant colonel in the national guard, he soon fell out with Paoli, its commander in chief. He then
considered offering his services to the sultan of Turkey. Working with one of the new directors, Emmanuel
Sieyes, Napoleon hatched plans for a second coup that would place the pair along with Pierre-Roger Ducos
atop a new government called the Consulate. During the disastrous retreat, his army suffered continual
harassment from a suddenly aggressive and merciless Russian army. This time on the island of Saint Helena.
All depends on the principles which direct them. Instead, he proposed an invasion of Egypt in an effort to
wipe out British trade routes with India. This artifact provided the key to cracking the code of Egyptian
hieroglyphics, a written language that had been dead for almost 2, years. During the Revolution, the National
Convention voted to abolish slavery in February  Disappointed, Napoleon returned to France, and in April he
was appointed first lieutenant to the 4th regiment of artillery, garrisoned at Valence. From Reformer to
Emperor Having concluded treaties that left Europe at peace, Bonaparte began working on France, reforming
the economy, legal system the famous and enduring Code Napoleon , church, military, education, and
government. Many things, but in particular his roles, which included Emperor of the French, during the
Napoleonic Wars â€”15 , and his defeat at the battle of Waterloo on 18 June  Early Career Despite being
posted on the French mainland, Napoleon was able to spend much of the next eight years in Corsica thanks to
his ferocious letter writing and rule-bending, as well as the effects of the French Revolution which led to the
French Revolutionary Wars and sheer good luck. He also authorized the French to loot treasures such as the
Horses of Saint Mark.


